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Sounds Fun Phonics is a system of teaching phonics through music and movement, plus an

optional set of unique flashcards, that give the children a visual and kinesthetic cue to help them

easily remember and produce each sound. The music serves to reinforce these basic phonics rules

and sound spelling patterns, so that they can learn to read, write, and spell quickly and easily.

Phonics Spelling Patterns covered include: Ai/Ay-Hooray, Ar-Pirate, Au/Aw-Caw, Ch-Choo Choo,

Ea/Ee-Whee, Er/Ir/Ur-Tiger, Ew-Monster, Igh-Sailor, Ing-King, Ink-Pink Ink, Oa-Tummy Ache,

Oi/Oy-Piggy, Oo-Monkey, Or-Dinosaur, Ou/Ow-Howl, Sh-Quiet Girl, Th-Blowing Raspberries,

Unk-Skunk, plus these basic phonics rules: Bossy E, Magic Y, Vowel Walk. The optional Flash Card

picture cue triggers the memory of a movement that goes with the sound of each combination of

letters. When the children are drilled with the flash cards and are asked to respond physically and

verbally, they will remember more quickly than without the visual-kinesthetic element. PLEASE

NOTE: These songs are intentionally short to fit the attention span of the average 3-6 year old child!

(Many songs are less than one minute long.) They are written to get straight to point, state it in a

way that is simple enough for young children to remember, and then move on to the next lesson.

That way, if your child's attention span is only five minutes, he or she should be able to learn the

concepts presented in 6-8 songs in just one sitting. With repeated play, children should be able to

learn ALL of the concepts in the songs quite quickly!
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My second grade class loves the songs, especially the ones who need the extra reinforcement. It

really helps them remember the patterns and beg for more. I also uploaded the lyrics so they could

see it, hear it, say it, act it out, and write during word work.

My first graders love these songs! We learn the song each week that goes with our basal's phonics

skill. I have the dvd version so the kids can sing, dance, and read along with Heidi on the

promethean board. It reaches visual, kinesthetic, and auditory learners. I am gradually adding the

sight word dvds to my collection. Highly recommend!
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